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The national minimum wage in South
Africa:
Impact on job creation and income
inequality

If South Africa does indeed adopt the minimum wage, what will the
impact on job creation be? Will the minimum wage implementation
make a marked improvement on our inequality as measured by the
Gini Coefficient, or not?

Word count: 2 345 words
(incl. in-text references, excl. Headings, references, figures, tables)

“The goal of the minimum wage is not, of course, to reduce
employment, but to redistribute earnings to low-paid workers.”
R. Freeman
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1. INTRODUCTION
The national minimum wage debate continues to be a robust one in the different
corridors of power in South Africa. This debate is happening against a backdrop of
incredible income inequality, high unemployment levels, slow economic growth and
thus low job creation. There is a very high sense of unease with regards to how this
income gap will be reduced and how adequate job creation can be accomplished.
Studies that have been done with the purpose of finding empirical evidence on the
distribution of welfare have been seen to use household surveys that have been
structured to uncover either expenditure or income data.(Glewwe, 1988:3). The link
between income or expenditure and welfare has been proven in the economics
discipline time and again (Woolard, I. & Leibbrandt, M., 1999).
This paper will argue that the national minimum wage is the appropriate instrument to
be used to correct some of the major shortfalls of the current South African labour
market. It will further argue that its implementation will yield a relative reduction in the
income equality gap; however, it will not translate into greater job creation. Firstly, a
synopsis of the current inequality and unemployment levels in South Africa relative to
other developmental states will be given. The national income wage will then be defined
in order to assert the relevance of such a policy in the context of the South African job
market as it currently stands. To follow will be a discussion of the impact of the national
minimum wage on current and future employment; citing relevant examples of the
experiences in developmental states with similar economic challenges to South Africa. In
conclusion, an analysis of how an efficient national minimum wage can be achieved will
be provided; explaining how this achievement will consequently aid in the much needed
reduction in poverty and income inequality.

2. SYNOPSIS OF THE STATE OF INEQUALITY AND UNEMPLOYEMNT IN SOUTH AFRICA
According to the work done by Kuznets and many other economists, for many decades
inequality in developing countries was believed to be inevitable by virtue of them
experiencing economic growth (Kuznets, 1955 & 1963). In recent years, observing
countries such as those in the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) has shown that income inequality is not a phenomenon only experienced by
developing countries; and that in fact there have been developing countries such as
Brazil and most of Latin America that have substantially reduced their levels of
inequality (Keeton, 2014).
South Africa as is commonly known, inordinately is one of the most unequal countries in
the world, compared to both developing and developed countries. Income inequality
among racial groups has somewhat declined over the past 21 years; however, the
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income gap has increased among various social groups that make up the population. The
black middle class has grown in significant numbers; simultaneously, the income gap
within the black community increased tremendously, creating a huge gap between the
black middle class and the black working class.
In racial terms, over the past 19 years, the African society has experienced growth by a
multiple of over 10 in the number of people earning more than R10 000; the numbers of
such earners having increased from 19 000 to 257 000 (Netshitenzhe, 2013).The
proportion of the Black African middle class (between R1 440 and R10 000 in income)
has increased by about 2.4 times to become the majority in this income bracket;
however, the number of white people earning above R10 000, doubled to approximately
888 000 (Netshitenzhe, 2013). Besides the post-apartheid dispensation putting much
emphasis on a humanist approach in governing the country, the racial manifestations of
income inequality is evidence of how deeply entrenched the social constructs of
apartheid colonialism was; and highlights how slow the progress has been in forging a
new economic reality for the majority of South Africans (Netshitenzhe, 2013).
It is important to have a holistic understanding of how income inequality manifests itself
in a developmental state. The burden of income inequality is borne by the poor and
marginalised. Besides income and expenditure itself, the indicators of an unequal society
are assets (agents of wealth), access to services and opportunity, and social capital
(Netshitenzhe, 2013). The weak financial muscle of the working class in South Africa is
characterised by lack with regards to these above mentioned indicators. South Africa has
seen a rise in the number of labour disputes since 2008 as a direct result of the huge
income disparities among the various social strata. The labour unrest is largely
perpetuated by the labour unions that largely represent the black working class. The
working class, although they are employed, find it difficult to make ends meet with the
rising cost of living in South Africa. People are not guaranteed an escape from poverty by
virtue of being employed (Stats SA’s Labour Market Dynamics in SA, 2011). Of those
employed, the bottom 5% earned approximately R600 per month; half earned between
R3 033 and below; however the highest 5% earned R21 666 per month (Stats SA’s
Labour Market Dynamics in SA, 2011).
According to BusinessTech, in 2014, Stats SA reported that out of the 5.1 million
unemployed people, 1.5 million people have been seeking employment for more than 5
years. That is up from 974 000 active job seekers in 2008. Black Africans made up 61.0%
- 71.0% of the long-term unemployed people who have been looking for a job for more
than a year over the period 2008-2014. In the same period, the unemployment rate in
the white population group ranged between 4.1% -7.3%, with 7.3% as the 2014 figure.
The unemployment figures by race are even more damning. The 2014 figures show that
the proportion of Black Africans in the working age population is 79.3% but only 73.0%
of those people are employed and an overwhelming 85.7% are unemployed; with those
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who are not economically active making up 83.3%. What makes the situation dire is that
87.4% of Black African unemployed people have been actively looking for employment
for one year or longer.

3. DEFINITION OF A NATIONAL MINIMUM WAGE AND RELEVANCE IN THE SOUTH
AFRICAN LABOUR MARKET
The most appropriate frame of reference to consider when defining the national
minimum wage is the 1968 definition of a living wage; stated by the International Labour
Organisation (ILO) as the “amount necessary to meet the reasonable needs (or basic
needs) of an unskilled labourer with a family of average size”. The question then
becomes how one should define the concept of ‘reasonable needs’. Different stake
holders in society define this concept in various ways that are aligned to their interests.
In India, a tribunal reached consensus on the fact that there should be distinctions made
between subsistence or minimum wages, fair wages and a living wage (Cottle, 2014).
Employers and employees define the ability to meet basic needs differently due to their
differences in objectives. Employers, naturally having a profit maximising objective, have
a modest definition of basic needs. They define basic needs as those that are met
through a minimum or subsistence wage such that workers are able to physically
nurture themselves and their families at a mediocre standard (Cottle, 2014). The
employers’ definition of minimum wage is therefore out of touch with the true realities
of their workers.
A living wage is one that would give workers the ability to afford basic needs that
encompass; sufficient food, warm clothing for the winter and cool clothing for the
summer, good health care, decent education, and recreational activities for their
children. The concept of a living wage according to trade unions is held to a higher
standard. According to the labour unions, a living wage would enable workers to access
goods and services beyond the essentials and their needs would rightfully increase with
economic expansion through greater future productivity (Cottle, 2014). Workers find
strain in trying to meet these basic needs with their current wages.
In addition to economic reasons for the need for South Africa to implement a national
minimum wage, there are vivid moral and political reasons why inequality is unjust.
According to the Financial Times’ Martin Wolf, rising inequality is “incompatible with
true equality of citizens” which is central to the idea of democracy. A 2012 World Bank
report on South Africa found that there is a strong relationship between differences in
life opportunities for South African children and the obvious demographical differences
based on race, gender, location and household income (Keeton, 2014).
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4. IMPACT OF A NATIONAL MINIMUM WAGE ON EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME
INEQUALITY
The general consensus that a national minimum wage has a negative impact on
employment is subject to serious re-examination. There is very little empirical evidence
available to show the impact of minimum wages in developing countries and its
effectiveness in meeting its social justice or poverty alleviation role (Alata and Cameron
2003). Labour market conditions in developing countries differ dramatically from those
in industrialised countries; “They are typically more segmented, filled with less educated
labour, characterized by a high ratio of male-to-female workers, and dominated by small
and informal firms. Changes in minimum wages in a developing country can potentially
lead to significant heterogeneous effects on a large fraction of the labour force” (Carpio
and Nguyen and Wang, 2012).
Theoretically, whether the implementation of a minimum wage will result in greater
employment or in job losses is dependent on the level of relative wages relative to
workers’ marginal product of labour (MPL). If the existing wages are adjusted to be
significantly below the MPL, as in the case of a monopolistic firm, workers will benefit
from a moderate increase in wages without any job losses; because even with higher
wages, the firm still makes exorbitant profits from hiring workers (Rebitzer and Taylor,
1995). However, in a competitive market, where equilibrium wages equal the MPL, a
minimum wage increase will result in job losses.
Studies done in the USA and Western Europe have shown that, the minimum wages are
expected to increase consumption by elevating wages above the market level that may
not be socially acceptable; but they may also lead to job losses and thus decreased
consumption (Cunningham, 2007). An exogenously imposed wage structure,
implemented in the quest for social justice, may be the appropriate tool to alleviate
unfair market wage allocations; but the challenge is the market will still determine
labour demand and thus a cost of labour higher than that of the market may result in
unemployment.
This impact will not necessarily manifest in the same manner in developing states such
as Mexico, Brazil, and Colombia and Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC) because
these countries have bigger informal sectors than formal sectors. The minimum wage is
more binding in the informal sector than the formal sector (Cunningham, 2007). With
regards to the supply of labour, the minimum wage is regarded a “fair wage” in both
sectors. On the demand side, employers in the informal sector will tend to use the
minimum wage as a proxy for a “fair wage” in attempt to attract labour and reduce
labour turnover. Evidence has been seen to firmly allude to the fact that an increase in
minimum wages tends to have a positive effect on wages, and thus reduces poverty and
inequality; however it also carries a small negative impact on employment among the
workers that the legislation targets. The effect will have the most impact on low-wage
workers, low skilled workers and the youth. The extent of the effect depends on the
proportion of wage earners affected by a certain minimum wage (Belser, 2012/2013).
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5. CONCLUSION: HOW AN EFFICIENT NATIONAL MINIMUM WAGE CAN BE ACHIEVED
In seeing that the national minimum wage will have a positive impact on income and yet
will carry negative employment effects; it is important that within the context of a mixed
economy, that when the market fails to correct shortcomings with regards to its pricing
mechanisms, the government implements certain measures to offset the
disemployment effect. A national minimum wage can be efficiently implemented in
South Africa. Firstly, the minimum wage should be set so that it does not offset the wage
distribution too immensely (Rutkowski, 2003). Secondly, cognisance should be taken of
the markets conditions before passing the legislation; ensuring that an increase in the
minimum wage is avoided when unemployment is at extremely high levels or is
increasing and it is concentrated around low-skilled workers (Rutkowski, 2003). Make an
allowance for the high youth unemployment by implementing a youth sub-minimum
wage that accounts for approximately 75% of the adult minimum wage Rutkowski,
2003).
Considering the varying levels of productivity across regions in South Africa, it might be
necessary to make adjustments for regional differentiation in the minimum wage.
Employers for whom such wages will be too costly, especially Small, Medium and Micro
Enterprises (SMME’s), should be exempt from regional differentiation with only the
national minimum wage applicable to them. The implementation of minimum wages will
yield greater productivity because workers will motivated by the higher income they will
be receiving (Rutkowski, 2003). Income equality can be achieved through a national
minimum wage policy, however, this policy is not direct enough to the root cause of
unemployment to reduce it and yield greater job creation. The volatility of the South
African economy will require that regular adjustments are made to allow for price or
wage growth as well as labour market changes.
An efficient and equitable national minimum wage is one that is set such that it is at the
lowest yet reasonable level, as opposed to the highest level. In the South African
context, a national minimum wage will only achieve a reduction in income inequality if it
is implemented against a back drop of other effective policies that will enable an
environment for high economic growth. The government needs to be effective and have
a sense of urgency in delivering high quality education; good public health care services;
greater access to economic opportunities; greater job creation and thus declining
unemployment levels which can be aided by growth in the number of successful
SMME’s; increase in the industrial capabilities of the country and sustainable energy
solutions. There is simply no one policy that will be single-handedly successful in
reducing the high levels of income inequality that plagues the South African economy.
Many other supporting structures will be needed to ensure the success of a national
minimum wage policy.
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6. TABLES AND FIGURES

MINIMUM WAGES AND SOCIAL POLICY: LESSONS FROM DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Table 1: Minimum wages in Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC)
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Figure 1: Minimum wage relative to the Mean or Unskilled Wage
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Table 2: Degree to Which the Minimum Wage is in Wage Employment in LAC and
Year of Analysis by Sector
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Figure 2: Minimum Wage Relative to the House Hold Per Capita Poverty Lines –
US$2 per Day of the Consumption-Basket Poverty Line
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Figure 3: Impact of a 10% Increase on the Minimum Wage on House Hold Income in
Mexico, 1999

Table 3: Minimum Wage Differenttiation
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Figure 4: The Minimum Wage and the Wage Distribution Source (Rutkowski, 2003)
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